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Lightness of Being: Mass, Ether, and the Unification of ForcesBasic Books, 2008
Science News



"For a safari-like adventure into the world of physics, follow Wilczek's lead. Quirky but knowledgeable, he explores the essence of the matter that makes up the universe — combining the enthusiasm of someone like Jeff Corwin with the thoughtfulness of a David...
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SharePoint 2010 Web Parts in ActionManning Publications, 2011

	I really love working with SharePoint! I’ve been doing it full-time for the last half decade, including lots of late nights and weekends. One area that I’ve found particularly interesting is Web Parts. I like the nature of a Web Part since it can act as a standalone application inside the powerful SharePoint platform—or it...
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From Bash to Z Shell: Conquering the Command LineApress, 2004

	A shell is a sophisticated way to control your computer—Unix, Linux, Microsoft Windows,
	Mac OS X, and others. If you do more than the most basic operations, you can do many of them
	more powerfully and quickly with a shell and your keyboard than by using a mouse.


	The history of shells goes back some 30 years. In the early...
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Getting started with IntelliJ IDEAPackt Publishing, 2013

	Exploit IntelliJ IDEA’s unique features to rapidly develop web and Java Enterprise applications


	Overview

	
		Exhibit techniques that improve development performance
	
		Present framework support
	
		Create an application that explores the features of the integrated development...
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Bottlenecks: Aligning UX Design with User PsychologyApress, 2017

	Learn the psychological constrictions of attention, perception, memory, disposition, motivation, and social influence that determine whether customers will be receptive to your digital innovations.


	Bottlenecks: Aligning UX Design with User Psychology fills a need for entrepreneurs, designers, and marketing...
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Andrew Rollings and Ernest Adams on Game DesignNew Riders Publishing, 2003
How do you turn a great idea into a game design? What makes one  design better than another? Why does a good design document matter, and how do  you write one? This book answers these questions and stimulates your  creativity!

Game design consists of four essential tasks: imagining a game,  defining the...
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Database Modeling for Industrial Data Management: Emerging Technologies and ApplicationsIdea Group Publishing, 2006
Collecting and presenting the latest research and development results from the leading researchers in the field of industrial database modeling, Database Modeling for Industrial Data Management: Emerging Technologies and Applications provides a single record of current research and practical applications in industrial database modeling. This book...
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Direct Transistor-Level Layout for Digital BlocksSpringer, 2004
Cell-based design methodologies have dominated layout generation of digital circuits. Unfortunately, the growing demands for transparent process portability, increased performance, and low-level device sizing for timing/power are poorly handled in a fixed cell library. 

Direct Transistor-Level Layout For Digital Blocks...
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SAP Business ONE ImplementationPackt Publishing, 2009
SAP Business ONE brings the power of the SAP ERP platform to small and mid-size companies. It offers fast-growing companies the same ERP capabilities used in world-wide conglomerates and major corporations. SAP Business ONE is powerful, and to fully harness it takes careful planning.
This book will provide you with a guide to install and...
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Families of Conformally Covariant Differential Operators, Q-Curvature and Holography (Progress in Mathematics)Birkhauser, 2009
The central object of the book is Q-curvature. This important and subtle scalar Riemannian curvature quantity was introduced by Tom Branson about 15 year ago in connection with variational formulas for determinants of conformally covariant differential operators. The book studies structural properties of Q-curvature from an extrinsic point of view...
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Using CiviCRMPackt Publishing, 2011

	Donald Lobo, Michal Mach, and I started CiviCRM almost six years ago. Back then, open source software had gained traction in the operating system arena, but the idea of an open source application designed from the ground up to meet the needs of non-profits and other civic sector organizations was pretty radical. We were convinced that there...
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Compiler Specification and Verification (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 1981

	About four years ago David Luckham hinted to me the possibility of verifying
	a "real" compiler. At that time the idea seemed unrealistic, even absurd. After
	looking closer at the problem and getting more familiar with the possibilities of
	the Stanford verifier a verified compiler appeared not so impossible after all. In...
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